Joy Is In Our Hearts – Sara Groves
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Em A/C# D
we were pressed on every side
Em A/C# D
full of fear and troubled thoughts
Bm G Em A/C# D
for good reason we carried heavy hearts

Em A/C# D
it is good to come together
Em A/C# D
in our friendship to remember
Bm G Em A/C# D
all the reasons hope is in our hearts

G D/F# G A Bm A/C# - D
Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Christ our joy and strength!
G D/F# G A D
Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Christ our joy and strength!

Em A/C# D
now with patience in our suffering
Em A/C# D
perseverance in our prayers
Bm G Em A/C# D
with good reason this hope is in our hearts
chorus

Em A/C# D
oh we saw the face of Angels
Em A/C# D
many good things well secured
Bm G Em A/C# D
for good reason this joy is in our hearts
chorus x2

Em A/C# D (ooohs) (repeat)

Bm G Em A/C# D
for good reason joy is in our hearts